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FRESTEDT INCORPORATED ANNOUNCES
PROMOTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE TEAM
Frestedt Incorporated announces the promotion of two current employees and the addition of three new
members to the Frestedt team.
Matt Harris received the promotion of Clinical, Regulatory, Quality Manager from his previous
role of Research Assistant. Matt has previous experience working at Albert Einstein College of
Medicine as a research technician in a biomedical research laboratory.

Jessica Kessler earned the promotion of Clinical Study Coordinator, as she has expanded her
knowledge in the area of clinical trials through her previous role as Intern. As Clinical Study
Coordinator, she is excited to be managing multiple clinical trials at MARC, where she continues
to gain experience and expertise in the coordination of clinical trials.
New to the Frestedt team is Stephanie Christensen Batt. As Strategic Project Manager, Stephanie
contributes her talents in project management and risk based monitoring. As an integral part of
the Frestedt team, Stephanie joins the group with extensive experience in regulatory and clinical
research, strategic management and education.
New to the Frestedt team is Katie Giles, Strategic Project Manager. Katie joins Frestedt
Incorporated in providing strategic project management and risk based monitoring. Specializing
in clinical affairs, study monitoring, and clinical research, her range of experience also includes
cancer research, prevention, FDA approval for medical devices and quality of life in long-term
care organizations.
New to Frestedt Incorporated is Shane Hernandez, Office Assistant Intern. Shane brings
experience in clinical research coordination and data support to the Frestedt team.

Frestedt Incorporated provides strategic consulting services and offers expertise to initiate/complete clinical
trials, create/negotiate regulatory submissions and develop/refine quality management systems. The Frestedt
team brings a pragmatic approach based on sound practical experience in clinical trial management, regulatory
negotiation, quality system development, knowledge development, business mergers and acquisitions, budgets
and pricing, key opinion leader networks, and cooperative services.
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